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LOVE YOUR BODY
Educational programs, free screenings to be held on GV 
campuses for National Eating Disorder Awareness Week
BY KARA HAIGHT
GVL STAFF WRITER
Through a series of programs 
hosted by Grand Valley State 
University organizations and 
on-campus centers, university 
leaders hope to bring awareness 
to students about eating disor­
ders and food habits during this 
years National Eating Disorder 
Awareness Week.
On Feb. 26, free and confi­
dential screenings will be held 
on both GVSU campuses and 
administered by GVSU coun­
seling staff for students, staff 
and faculty as part of National 
Screening Day, one of the major 
initiatives organized as part of 
the week of advocacy.
Many programs are designed to 
promote more than just awareness 
surrounding eating disorders.
Karen Burba, the doctoral 
intern at the GVSU Counseling 
and Career Development Center, 
said topics like disordered eating 
habits will be focused on during 
the events.
“Far more students may en­
gage in eating behaviors that are 
disordered than those that have
an eating disorder,” Burba said.
According to the National 
Association of Anorexia Nervo­
sa and Associated Disorders, 91 
percent of women surveyed on a 
college campus had attempted to 
control their weight through di­
eting, and 25 percent of college- 
aged women engage in bingeing 
and purging as a weight-man­
agement technique.
“It is also a way for the Coun­
seling Center to reach out to 
those who may be wondering 
about their eating and if they 
should get help,” Burba said. “By 
having a one-on-one feedback 
session with a counselor, it can 
help a student to feel more com­
fortable following up on poten­
tial resources.”
In addition to the screenings, 
the GVSU Love Your Body Week 
Committee - a group facilitated 
by the GVSU Womens Center in 
coordination with National Eat­
ing Disorder Awareness Week, 
will use the week of awareness to 
bring attention to other aspects of 
bodies and social relationships.
SEE BODY, A2
SCREENING
DAY
LOCATIONS
February 26, 2013
Kirkhof Main 
Lobby: 
3-5 pm
Kleiner 
Commons: 
noon- 2 p.m.
DeVos Center 
Student Project 
Area:
noon- 2 p.m.
Center for Health 
Sciences Canepa 
Grand Lobby: 
noon-2 p.m.
Campus Rec. 
Center (Allendale):
4-6 pm
Counseling & 
Career 
Development 
Center
9-5 p.m.
Student Senate passes changes 
to school’s travel fund guidelines
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
GVL SENIOR REPORTER
SEE TRAVEL, A2
The Grand Valley State University 
Student Senate introduced outlined 
new regulations for the Student Life 
Travel Fund at their general assembly 
last week, along with a new regulation 
prohibiting the use of Student Life 
Funds for organizational promotion.
Though the $50,000 travel fund, a 
part of the larger Student Life Fund, 
hasn’t been changed from last years 
allocation, there will be some chang­
es this year in how the funds will be 
utilized, said Stephanie Ewart, vice 
president of the Student Senate Fi­
nance Committee.
Among the most notable is the 
amendment to RSO Travel Fund 
Guidelines that states all “gas related 
to travel will not be funded under any 
circumstances.” This means that while 
van rental and other necessi- 
can still receive funding, the 
can no longer go to- 
he actual cost of gas. 
“Three years ago, gas was 
not funded by the univer­
sity, so we just reverted 
to what it was in the
GVSU solar-power 
technology saves 
lives in Malawi, Africa
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity students are making a 
difference in the Republic of 
Malawi, Africa, by creating a 
midwife application to assist 
in birthing, as well as a solar- 
powered, portable, backup 
medical system for when pow­
er goes out in the clinics.
The midwife app gives 
digital access to the book “A 
Midwife’s Guide” written by 
Mary Sommers, a certified 
professional midwife and the 
cousin of Star Swift, an associ­
ate professor of management 
at GVSU.
“Originally we were going 
to just help my relatives put 
the book up on a web site,” 
Swift said. “Folks from both 
Steelcase and Google told us it 
would be of more use in third 
world countries if we made 
an app. A lot of people in Ma­
lawi have cell phones. They
don’t have 
computers 
and they 
don’t have 
fresh water, 
but they 
have cell 
phones.”
The goal 
is to in­
crease sur­
vival rates 
during de­
liveries.
“It will help the birth rates 
by decreasing deaths during 
birth,” said Olvi Tole from 
the GVSU web team. “Medi­
cal staff is very small in these 
countries and the people that 
give birth sometimes do not 
have all the qualifications or 
know what to do when some­
thing goes wrong during the 
process. This app targets to 
help in that direction by assist­
ing the birth process
SEE MALAWI, A2
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step by step.”
Tole became involved in 
the project when Swift was 
discussing her cousin with 
the web team. He told Swift 
that he knew how to write a 
mobile app, and with his di­
rection, “Team Web GVSU” 
worked all Christmas break 
to complete the app, which is 
still in its early phases of de­
velopment. “Team Web” was 
the brainchild of Swift and is 
comprised of several students.
“We live in the era of tech­
nology and this group uses 
technology to make the world 
a better place,” Tole said.
At the moment, the app
contains text and pictures, 
as well as a simple to-use in­
terface that guides the user 
step-by-step. Audio and 
cross-device support is also 
planned to be added in the 
future, and the app’s usage 
will be tracked to identify 
areas of high need.
The app hasn’t been tested 
or deployed yet, but Tole ex­
pects that to happen soon. 
Afterward, it will undergo fi­
nal revisions by Sommers and 
then be added to the Google 
Play Store for free download. 
Steelcase may also help in the 
effort by supplying devices if 
a need arises.
Meanwhile, another 
group of GVSU students, this 
time with engineering back-
We live In the era 
of technology and 
this group uses 
technology to make 
the world a better 
place.
OLVI TOLE
GVSU WEB TEAM
BRIEFS
JOURNAL SEEKS SUBMISSIONS
"Intersectionality: A Collection of Diverse Lived Experienc­
es," a combined effort between the Women's Center, Office 
of Multicultural Affairs and the LGBT Center, is seeking sub­
missions from Grand Valley State University community.The 
deadline to submit entries is today, and submissions can be 
sent by email to womenstr@gvsu.edu with "Journal" as the 
subject line. For more information, call the Women's Center 
at 616-331-2748
KINGSTON REPS TO HOLD GRADUATE INFO SESSION
Representatives from Kingston University will be host an 
information session today at 10 a.m. for Grand Valley State 
University students about different opportunities to go to 
graduate school in London, England. This session will go 
over the academic programs that are offered at Kingston 
University, application procedures, financial aid, etc. For 
more information, contact studyabroad@gvsu.edu.
MEIJER CAMPUS TO HOLD SOLAR PANEL WORKSHOP
Energy costs are going up and as a way to cut back on bills, 
Grand Valley State University's Meijer Campus in Holland is 
hosting a "build your own solar panel" workshop April 3 for 
all students, staff, and faculty members.The eight watt panel 
Can be used to power lights, fans, cell phones, portable gam­
ing devices, cameras, etc.
; Refreshments will be provided and a ten minute interac­
tive bf t>,a ^ the teacher of
this workshop will be high school student Jordan Vanderham, 
creatoxuaftny^Pti/V'jBB^And multipfftARMIted inventions.
Those interested in participating are required to bring $35, 
cash or check, to pay for the solar panel building materials.
To RVSP for the event, call 616-394-4848 or email Emily 
DeLano at delanoem@gvsu.edu. Spots are limited, and an 
RSVP is required to attened the event.
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most 
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we 
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in 
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or 
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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On Feb. 26, the group 
will host an event in room 
2263 of the Kirkhof Center 
at 5 p.m. that will discuss 
how ideas around food are 
seen within society, followed 
by the Feb. 27 event “From 
Hater to Body Celebrator,” 
at 7 p.m. in room 2204 of the 
Kirkhof C enfer. ~
“From HatauJLP Body 
Celebrator” wilTleature the 
week’s keynote speaker, 
Amber Krzys, who will offer 
student participants advice 
on ways to embrace and re­
claim their bodies.
Extending the conversa-
grounds, has been working 
on a solar-powered system 
that kicks on when a hospital 
loses power in the middle of 
a surgery. The system is cur­
rently being used for a rural 
hospital in Malawi and was 
built by three graduate stu­
dents in the 600-level course 
on Optoelectronic Devices 
and Photovoltaic Systems.
Heidi Jiao, the professor 
teaching the class, began 
planning the project when 
she learned that Swift was 
looking for help with a so­
lar-energy system to aid her 
cousin Martha Sommers, a 
primary care physician who 
has been working in Malawi 
for over 15 years.
“Martha has 120,000 pa-
past,” Ewart said.
Ewart said in the past, some 
students had spent more 
money on plane tickets than 
it would cost for gas to trav­
el by car, so the goal of the 
change is to make it easier 
for funding board members 
to determine what the most 
cost effective mode of trans­
portation would be for the 
student organization mak­
ing the request.
“If a group is going to 
Chicago for example, and 
we find it more feasible to 
take a train, we will only 
fund them to take a train,” 
Ewart said. “We won’t per-
tion on body acceptance, 
the GVSU Women’s Cen­
ter will host the art exhibit 
“I Am Human,” on Feb. 27 
from 12-5 p.m. •
Sarah Graham, part of 
the Love Your Body Week 
Committee, also said the 
center is giving GVSU stu­
dents the opportunity to 
share their comments about 
embracing their bodies on a 
pair ofjeans.
-:.W« ut« thj name ‘Love 
Your Body’ in order to be 
inclusive of all types of 
body image issues and ex­
pand the conversation be­
yond just disordered eat­
ing,” Graham said.
Graham said she hopes
tients and she is the only 
physician,” Swift said.
Jiao said the hospital 
loses power often, unlike 
American hospitals, doesn’t 
have emergency back-up 
systems.
“Sometimes a patient can 
be lost, and it’s devastating,” 
she said in a press release to 
GVSU’s News and Informa­
tion Services.
The system is able to 
provide power for two full 
days and is equipped with 
a battery backup. It in­
cludes emergency lights, 
a surgery suction system 
and two outlets that can 
charge tablets and phones. 
The suction system is used 
to remove mucus from the
mit spending more money 
than is needed.”
Travel fund request 
must be submitted at least 
four weeks in advance of 
the trip, and considered 
according to a new quar­
terly distribution schedule 
- another change from last 
year’s fund. Quarterly dis­
tributions of the fund will 
be September to December, 
January to April, May to 
June, and July to August.
Each organization can 
request no more than a total 
of $2,000 per semester, up 
to $500 per person and no 
more than $5,000 per aca­
demic year. Ewart said there 
is no limit to the number of 
trips an organization can
((
SARAH GRAHAM
COMMITTEE MEMBER
airways of newborns.
The specifications for the 
system were completed in 
mid-September, and then 
the actual construction be­
gan. The students stayed 
in close contact with Som­
mers as they worked on 
the design and were able to 
find photovoltaic parts on 
the Internet. The prototype 
was built and tested in two 
months, and the finished 
system weighs 85 pounds 
without the solar panels.
Gorby and the rest of the 
team will be training Som­
mers how to set up and use 
the system, which is sched­
uled to be taken to Malawi 
within a year.
ephillips@lanthorn.com
take as long as they stay be­
low these financial caps.
Another notable change 
moving forward into the 
new budget year is a new 
stipulation that says the Stu­
dent Senate will not fund any 
decorations or free promo­
tional items handed out by 
student organizations. Now, 
if groups are in need of dec­
orations for an event, they 
will be pointed toward “the 
creation station,” located in 
the Student Organization 
Center in the lower level of 
the Kirkhof building.
This includes clothing/ 
accessories that will become 
personal property of an in­
dividual student and items 
that are to be given away or
donated to anyone who is 
not a GVSU student. Also, 
art and craft items, office 
supplies and decorations al 
ready available through the 
SOC and decorations for
shillenbrand@lanthorn.com
We use the name ‘Love 
Your Body’ in order 
to be inclusive of all 
types of body image 
issues and expand the 
conversation beyond 
just disordered 
eating.
99
the events during the week 
will give students the op­
portunity to become edu­
cated about their bodies and 
society in order to “see past 
the socially-constructed 
ideal of beauty.”
Screenings will be held 
at various locations around 
GVSU’s Allendale and Pew 
campuses. For more infor­
mation on National Eating 
Disorder Screening Day, 
as well as times and loca­
tions, visit gvsu.edu/coun- 
sel/ and click on “Special 
Events,” “National Eating 
Disorder Screening Day” 
on the blue sidebar.
khaight@lanthorn.com
on-campus programming 
will not be funded.
The Student Senate will 
convene again on Thursday p 
in the Kirkhof Center’s Pere 
Marquette room beginning 
at 4:30 p.m., when senators 
are expected to pass the 
2013-14 Student Life Fund 
base budget, and address 
any questions or concerns 
from the campus communi­
ty regarding changes or new 
stipulations.
A i i
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GV charter school unveils mural
HUBERT MASSEY | COURTESY
A team effort: Grand Valley State University will be unveiling a new student mural in the new building for Seidman College of Business. The 
mural, which was completed by Henry Ford Academy students and was unveiled in Detroit, will be competing in this year’s ArtPrize event.
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR
For six hours a week for almost a 
full year, 11 students from the Henry 
Ford Academy in Detroit toiled over 
their canvas panels, drawing and paint­
ing and learning from a local art hero. 
During the summer, they traded in 
Wii remotes for a paintbrush, and dur­
ing the school year, they sacrificed class 
time to meet their project deadline.
The product of their labor—a bus­
sized mural—was unveiled Feb. 22 
at a reception in Detroit and will be 
entered in the Grand Rapids Art Prize 
competition before making its perma­
nent home in the lobby of Grand Val­
ley State University’s new building for 
the Seidman College of Business.
“What we had wanted to do—what 
I’m always doing—is trying to find 
art for new buildings and we have the' 
new Seidman building coming up,” 
said GVSU Art Galley Director Henry 
Matthews, adding that he wanted the 
art to relate to international business. 
“We would love to have had a mural 
by Hubert Massey, who is one of our 
distinguished alums, (but) the mural 
by him didn’t work out. It was just 
something we couldn’t afford to do.”
Instead, GVSU contracted Massey, a 
Detroit artist, to work with Henry Ford 
Academy students to design a mural.
Massey spent the year supervising 
the middle school and high school 
students, noting that he did so because
SEE CHARTER, A6
Islamic Awareness Week 
seeks to educate, refute 
media stereotypes of culture
BY RACHEL CROSS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS
This week, the Mus­
lim Student Association at 
Grand Valley State Universi­
ty will set out to inform the 
community about Islam, as 
well as dispell common mis­
conceptions often portrayed 
in the media, during Islamic 
Awareness Week.
'■ Sebastian Maisel, adviser 
of the MSA and professor of 
Arabic and Islamic studies at 
GVSU, said Islamic Aware­
ness week includes events 
that educate the commu­
nity, including poetic read­
ings, lectures about women’s 
rights in Islam, as well as a 
comedian who lightens up
tt
If they had a bad 
idea of what Islam 
really is before, I 
hope these events 
can change their 
minds.
II
ZEANA KHODOR
MSA PRESIDENT
the topic a bit.
“This week is a great tool 
to reach out to the commu­
nity and tell them about a 
group of students that rep­
resent the largest religion in 
the world,” Maisel said. “It’s 
interesting to know that the 
MSA students come from 
Saudia Arabia, Syria, Paki­
stan, the United States, you 
name it. All major Muslim 
countries have students at 
GVSU working together 
peacefully and collaborat­
ing on these events and ac­
tivities.”
Maisel added that his 
role in Islamic Awareness 
week is to make sure ev­
erything works according 
to certain rules and guide­
lines, as well as to super­
vise the MSA members. In 
addition, he will present 
a lecture on Islam in Asia 
during the week.
“Through lectures, poetry 
readings and artistic expres­
sions, it draws a lot of atten­
tion to people,” Maisel said. 
“We look for topics of inter­
est that will appeal to the au­
dience - we want to inform
people 
about the 
existing 
stereo­
types and 
miscon­
ceptions 
through 
ourspeak KHODOR
i • n ir.u<
Zeana
Khodor, president of' MSAt 
said she’s in charge of di­
viding up the work among 
members in preparing for Is­
lamic Awareness week.
The members have to 
figure out what presenters 
they want to bring, as well 
as advertising their events, 
Khodor said.
Khodor said the week 
starts out with an Islam 101 
lecture to first inform people 
about the basic ideas associ­
ated with Islam.
“I hope people walk 
away with something new,” 
Khodor said. “If they had a 
bad idea of what Islam re­
ally is before, I hope these 
events can change their 
minds.”
Maisel said he would 
highly recommend students 
attend these events because 
they can learn how diverse 
GVSU really is.
“It seems that in West 
Michigan, we have an un­
derstanding that our soci­
ety is so homogenous, and 
students are usually sur­
prised to realize how many 
different beliefs are repre­
sented on campus,” Maisel 
said. “When students or 
the community listen to 
the news on any form of 
media, it is a very distorted 
picture of Islam, with vio­
lence, fighting and bomb­
ing highlighted.”
Maisel added that Is­
lam represents one-fifth of 
the global population and 
that GVSU has some of the 
brightest and most peace­
ful representatives rang­
ing from India to Pakistan, 
where these students man­
age to work together on a 
common theme and goal.
The first event of Islamic 
Awareness week, “Islamic 
101: Learning the basics,” 
will be on Feb. 25 from 2-3 
p.m in the Kirkhof Center in 
Room 2204.
For more information on 
the Islamic Awareness Week 
and the MSA, contact the 
MSA at gvsumsa@gmail.com.
assistantnewsfa
lanthorn.com
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Helping out: Members of GV’s Alpha Tau Omega fraternity will be walking to Traverse City to raise awareness for MS. ,
ATO WALKS HARD
GV's AlphaTau Omega fraternity tries to raise money for MS
BY BECKY SPAULDING
GVL STAFF WRITER
Spring Break is coming up soon 
at Grand Valley State University, and 
with it comes the decision of just how 
to spend those eight days. Some stu­
dents are taking vacations, some are 
just ready for a nap - but the men of 
Alpha Tau Omega are taking a walk 
for a cause.
Starting Feb. 28, 15 members of 
GVSUs ATO fraternity are going to 
be starting a journey in Allendale 
that will take them 160 miles to Tra­
verse City - all on foot.
The group is walking to raise 
money and awareness for Multiple 
Sclerosis, which is “a chronic, of­
ten disabling disease that affects the 
nervous system,” according to Na- 
tionalMSSociety.org.
After setting up their donations 
website about four weeks ago, the 
group has surpassed their goal of 
$10,000. One hundred percent of 
proceeds will go to the National MS 
Society.
The idea for the walk was in­
spired by a similar event that Alpha
Tau Omega-Kappa Beta of Troy, Ala. 
held, said Tyler Dunham, GVSUs 
ATO president.
a
You find out how many 
friends and family you 
have that are connected 
to MS and they share their 
stories with us.
II
JAMES ZYREK
ATO SECRETARY
“We got the idea from them, and 
they kind of pushed us to do it be­
cause it intrigued us right away,” 
Dunham said.
Dunham said ATO Secretary 
James Zyrek was “a big part of getting 
it started.”
“I heard it being tossed around 
that we needed a successful signature 
philanthropy event,” Zyrek said. “So I 
thought why not get the meetings go­
ing, and it turned into something way 
more than any of us ever expected.”
Zyrek said there’s much more to it 
than just setting up something to col­
lect donations.
“You find out how many friends 
and family you have that are con­
nected to MS and (they) share their 
stories with us,” he said.
Zyrek experienced first-hand what 
toll MS can take on a person in a re­
cent hospital stay, he said.
“I had a roommate ... he has MS, 
and he said that (when he was diag­
nosed) he was a younger guy with a 
wife, a big breadwinner, and basically 
the symptoms came on like a light 
switch,” Zyrek said. “He went from 
having it all to losing everything.”
Zyrek’s roommate lost his job, and 
his wife left him soon after his diag­
nosis.
SEE FRATERNITY, A6
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Tinder dating app: your guide to online speed dating
BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
GVL COLUMNIST
There is a common say­
ing to the effect of “there’s 
an app for that,” and if you 
use the saying, you are 
almost never wrong.
We can pay our taxes 
with an app, read a book, 
deposit a check, and find 
the nearest bathroom (a
real blessing on a long road 
trip). Apps seem to make 
our life a whole lot easier, so 
it was only a matter of time 
before we started dating 
through one.
Tinder, the fast-growing 
app of the hour, is essentially 
online speed dating (without 
the fee and possibility of 
sitting across from someone 
who had too much garlic in 
their lunch). It works like 
this: first you download the 
app and sync it with your 
Facebook account. Tinder 
then generates a brief profile 
of you, including a few
pictures taken from your 
Facebook site. Once you’re 
synched, you set a perimeter 
of how far you are willing 
to go to connect with that 
special someone (100 miles 
being the limit).
Now it is time to Tin­
der. The app presents you 
with a series of profiles of 
individuals who meet your 
geographic criteria. You see 
one picture of the other indi­
vidual (you can look at more 
pictures if you feel so in­
clined) and have two options 
to pick: The green heart for 
yes, or a red X for no. If both
two people both say yes to 
each other, a conversation 
can be started between the 
interested parties.
I have to say, when I first 
heard about tinder 1 had 
some interesting flashbacks 
to the Chatroulette fad that 
was all the rage three years 
ago (oh, the things we wish 
we could un-see). Chatrou­
lette, like Tinder, was all 
about checking something 
out and hitting next if you 
didn’t want to stay on that 
screen. However, Tinder 
seems a little bit different. 
It’s geographically based,
and you get some informa­
tion about the person you 
are looking at.
Seeing as 1 am not (and 
will never be) an iPhone 
user, 1 have yet to experience 
the Tinder app for myself; 
however, I have a few friends 
who are active on the site. 
Surprisingly enough, some 
of those friends have formed 
genuine connections with 
fellow tinder-mates. It seems 
as though busy people (at least 
35 million of them) appreciate 
the lack of cost and conve­
nience of this online speed 
dating. Let’s face it, Tinder
isn’t all that different from 
meeting someone you don’t 
know at the bar- and it’s a 
whole lot easier to walk away.
Part of me wants to hate 
Tinder. How can something 
that is supposed to be so 
sacred be reduced to a mere 
swipe of the finger? Yet due 
to the success that some of 
my friends have had on the 
site I can’t quite dismiss it.
My advice (act like you 
want to hear it): have fun on 
Tinder, but tread carefully. 
You don’t want to end up 
like Manti Te’o. 
ccolleran@lanthorn.com
QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
HOW IMPORTANT DO YOU THINK 
HAVING A HIGH G.P.A. IS?
"I feel like having G.P.A. is important 
if it is a necessity for your future 
endeavors (Graduate School, etc.). 
However, I feel like being a well- , 
rounded student in all aspects is by 
far the most important."
KATIE GUNDERSEN
Junior
Pre-Vetennary Medicine 
Monticello. MN
“I watch the Super Bowl on TV 
with my friends. I don’t think 
the way I watch the Super Bowl 
will change because technology 
changes.”
DIANA SMOLTZ
Junior
Music Education 
Dearborn Heights. Mi
“I think it depends on what pro­
gram you’re planning on apply­
ing for. For example, the physical 
therapy program at Grand Valley 
is extremely competitive, so a high 
G.P.A. is important.”
GRACE WENTWORTH
Freshman 
Exercise Science 
Battle Creek. Ml
“I think a high G.P.A. is important 
because it creates, an easy standard 
of success academically. It also allows 
you to gauge your progress in respect 
to others and determine where you 
stand with others in your major.”
BEN COLENSO
Freshman
Mechanical Engineering 
Farmington Hills, Ml
“Extremely; having a high grade 
point will help students shine on 
job resumes, and can also help a 
student sent into graduate school.”
NICK ZACEK
Freshman
Secondary Education 
Spring Lake, Ml
l GVL OPINION POLICY ¥
> The goal of the Grand Valley 
^ Lanthorns opinion page is to act 
£ as a forum for public discussion,
» comment and criticism in the Grand 
« Valley State University community.
. Student opinions published here do 
not necessarily reflect those of the 
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Ixmthorn aims 
to be a safe vehicle for community
• discussion. The Lanthom will
• not publish or entertain any 
forms of hate speech, but will not
| discriminate against any other 
views, opinions or beliefs. The
• content, information and views 
expressed are not approved by nor 
necessarily represent those of the
| university, its Board of Trustees,
J officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on thei
• opinion page appear as space 
i permits, and are reserved for letters
to the editor only, all other reader- 
generated content can be submitted 
to the Grand Valley Lanthorns 
YourSpace page by emailing 
community^1 lanthom .com.
Letters to the editor should 
include the authors full name and 
relevant title along with a valid email 
and phone number for confirming 
the identity of the author. Letters 
should be approximately 500-650 
words in length, and are not edited by 
the staff of the Grand Valley Ijinthom 
outside of technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email 
at editorial@lanthom.com or by 
dropping off your submission in 
person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER 
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401 
616-826-8276
Got something to say? 
Well listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com
VALLEY VOTE
LAST ISSUE’S QUESTION:
Do social media platforms 
interfere with your productivity?
YES: 60% NO: 40%
THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION: •
Do you think having a high 
GPA is important?
LOG ON & VOTE
LANTHORN.COM
WEB EXCLUSIVE
Read the blog
By Amina Mamaty
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EDITORIAL
SKIN DEEP
Though the prevalence of eating disorders are hard to see around us. week 
of awareness challenges GVSU to reconcile with the reality of the disease
T
his week, in honor of National 
Eating Disorder Awareness 
Week, the Grand Valley State 
University Women’s Center and 
Love Your Body Week Committee is 
joining forces with the university’s 
Counseling and Career Development 
Center to bring educational programs 
and free student screening to both of 
GVSU’s campuses.
Since the topic of body image 
has been a prevalent one for many 
GVSU students throughout their 
K-12 education, we get why it might 
feel cliche. Between after-school 
specials about binge dieting and that 
one episode of Full House where 
D.J. Tanner passes out on a treadmill 
from malnourishment during the 
family gym outing, the issue of body 
image was brought before us when 
we were still too young to complete­
ly understand it.
According to the National Eating 
Disorder Association, 20 million 
women and 10 million men suffer 
from a significant eating disorder at 
some point in their life. 86 percent 
of Americans with eating disorders 
report the onset of their disorder by 
age 20. The National Association for 
Anorexia Nervosa and Associated 
Disorders reporting that only 1 in 10 
people suffering with an eating dis­
order will actually receive treatment.
Lay those statistics out side-by- 
side, and you’ve got an entire chunk 
of the population struggling silently 
with something that may be classi­
fied as a mental illness, but has very 
real physical consequences. NEDA 
also reports that out of any other 
mental illness, eating disorders have 
the highest mortality rate, and with
20-25 percent of “normal dieters” 
progressing into partial or full-syn­
drome eating disorders, the effects 
this has on the population are deep 
and deadly.
It’s hard to admit our insecuri­
ties, especially when we know our 
insecurities are only skin deep. But 
remaining blind to the problem is 
bigger than the problem itself; so if 
you think someone might be strug­
gling - whether it’s you or someone 
you love - now is the perfect time 
to seek assistance. Take advantage 
of the campus wide free screening, 
take advantage of the educational 
programs offered by the Women’s 
Center and it’s affiliates; because 
although these disorders are invisible 
struggles, they are struggles worth 
fighting for.
COURTESY CARTOON I KING FEATURES
already did
tion with 15 seconds left of 
class. Hint: Stop. Just stop.
#3. Be yourself: as we all 
know, there are a lot of per­
sonalities at GVSU. Show 
your originality, if you 
haven’t already! Get your 
body pierced like everyone 
else, or girls, wear yonr hair 
in an extremely high/messy 
bun that will ironically get 
in front of your eyes. Hint: 
Seriously though, yoli look 
like you’re either drunk or 
an aspiring sumo-wrestler.
Well, good luck continu­
ing to survive out there!
If you needed to use all of 
the hints, cherish the days 
ahead. And like Dr. Seuss 
once said: don’t cry because 
it happened. Unless of 
course your professor was 
cruel and made the mid­
term this week. 
sschoch@lanthorn.com
How to survive college: oh wait, you
BY STEPHANIE SCHOCH
GVL COLUMNIST
I, along with all of you 
who are reading this, have 
survived the onslaught of 
copious reading assign­
ments, the hurried walks 
across campus, and the 
treacherous conditions that 
we have had to live with in 
this farmland/snow globe.
But similar to any special 
circumstances, there were 
unspoken rules that we had 
to follow in order to make 
it up to this point. You 
should know this though, 
after all, you’re reading this 
now. You have not made 
any mistakes large enough
1 «
to derail you, let’s hope, but 
what we can be sure of is 
your ability to pay atten­
tion is getting better - some 
people stopped reading the 
second they saw the word 
“midterms.” And hey, kudos 
to you for getting this far. 
There are 34 days of classes 
left of the winter semester. 
No, that doesn’t include the 
long, harsh journey that you 
will embark on through the 
dense woods of the Who 
Cares Forest, leading to the 
dungeons that have taken so 
many students called Finals, 
but there is no point in 
killing optimism, so let’s get 
back to those survival skills. 
I’ve included the top three 
so as not to bore you. And 
although this is more of a 
“congratulations,” some of 
you are still having trouble 
with a couple of the follow­
ing rules, therefore hints are
provided for your benefit.
#1. Attendance: ev­
eryone throughout high 
school lied when they said 
that teachers didn’t care 
whether or not you show 
up to class, because either 
way they would be getting 
paid. For some reason, they 
still want to read an entire 
powerpoint that you can 
access online to your sleep- 
deprived face. Hint: Yeah, 
if you need to read this hint 
you’re probably at a C or so 
on participation. Try telling 
the teacher they look nice 
the next time you see them, 
in a non creepy manner.
#2. Questions: when in 
class, the last five min­
utes or so is quiet time. 
You’ve most likely quickly 
discovered this when that 
annoying girl in your math 
class (you know who you 
are) asks an in depth ques-
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"I wrote both of these pieces as imitations for 
my writing 310 (Intermediate Style and Technique) 
class with Chris Haven. Colors was an imitations of 
Personification where I tried to portray Pink Green and 
Blue as how I would see them if they were human. 
Sunday was an imitation of a ritual that was partially 
inspired by my Catholic upbringing, although both 
pieces are fiction."
- TAYLOR JANSEN
a
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// SUNDAY
Roll out of bed and down the stairs to 
where Dad is making pancakes.
Devour as many as you can before you 
shower and get dressed.
Then church. Get there early so you 
can sit on the aisle because mom doesn’t 
like to be trapped in the middle.
File into the pew one by one and utilize 
the built in kneelers in front of you.
Pretend to reflect and pray while you 
glance around, looking for the people that 
you know, and avoiding eye contact with 
the church manager who will without a 
doubt ask you to act as an usher or pass 
out communion which you do not want 
to do because that is more effort than you 
are willing to give.
When the priest starts mass, do your 
best to pay attention and not tune him out 
even though you have heard this sermon
year after year and could probably give it 
yourself if you wanted.
Sing all the hymns and recite what 
you are supposed to recite when you are 
supposed to recite it just like every single 
other person in there. Never mind that 
you don’t even realize that you are speak­
ing the words anymore, or that they have 
ceased to mean something, anything.
Stand, sit, stand, kneel, stand, and then 
go up and receive communion. Try not 
to smirk at the thought of consuming the 
body and blood of Christ. Its not canni­
balism, its religion.
Try not to think about the other idio­
syncrasies because then you would begin 
to doubt what they are telling you and 
you need to believe, because if you do not 
believe then you have nothing.
n COLORS
Pink skips down the sidewalk, jump 
rope twirling around and around, and 
between the slaps of the rope striking the 
ground, I can hear her singing “Cinderella 
dressed in yellow...” I love'her because 
her joy is infectious. Because she rises 
with the sun, painting the sky with her 
delightful hue and returning again at the 
end of the day to whisper goodnight. She 
is the flowers that are given on special oc­
casions, to the woman who as a little girl, 
jumped rope with her. But most of all, 
Pink is her best friend.
And Green is vivacious and charismat­
ic. He basks in the sun, stretching towards 
the light but he also fights against it. He 
is the defender of the weak, and at times, 
a supporter of Pink. Green paves the way 
for Pinks happiness, watching over her as
she skips down the sidewalks and greeting 
her when she awakes. He is a safe haven 
for the small and the smallest. And while 
Pink is the friend of young girls, green is 
the companion of boys, proudly announc­
ing their adventures from where he is 
smeared across their jeans.
Blue is the best though. He is the 
consoler, and the peacemaker. He is the 
older brother of Pink and the role model 
to green. Blue takes away the heat in the 
argument and gives in its place rationale. 
Blue is the master and commander. He 
can be dark and stormy, light and care­
free, playful. He reminds us that there are 
bigger things in this world than ourselves, 
but also that we are free to explore them. 
He is deep, and he is infinite. Blue is too 
profound to define.
STORIES BY TAYLOR JANSEN
SENIOR
ENGLISH LITERATURE & CREATIVE WRITING 
BYRON CENTER, MICH.
Deciding between two great helping careers?
Information Session Thursday, Feb. 28
Western Michigan University in Grand Rapids 
invites you to attend an Information Session for 
those in the fields of social work, human service 
and education to learn about two of our nationally 
accredited programs.
Master of Social Work
Counselor Education and 
Counseling Psychology
5 to 5:30 p.m. MSWregistration/refreshments
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. MSW presentation
6 to 6:30 p.m. CECP registration/refreshments
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. CECP presentation
All are welcome to attend one or both sessions.
RSVP online by Thursday, Feb. 28 at 
www.wmich.edu/grandrapids/infosession
Visit www.wmich.edu/grandrapids/academics
for more information about the programs.
Questions?
Please contact Christine Dingman at (616) 771-9470
or christine.dingman@wmich.edu.
|
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WMU-Grand Rapids 
Beltline location 
** '2333 E. Beltline Avenue SE 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49546 
(616) 771-9470
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as well as because it wjould be more visible to GVSU’s 
student population in the middle of the semester as op­
posed to in the summer, Dunham said.
“We want to raise not only money but also awareness 
and support for MS,” Dunham said. “It’s not just about 
the dollars raised, it's about the amount of people who 
will hear about it and ... read into it, and gain an under­
standing for what it is and then do their own part.”
As far as donations go, the majority of what has been 
raised has come from acquaintances, friends and family, 
Zyrek said.
“That was kind of shocking, too - without any busi­
ness donations, we have raised over $10,000,” he said. 
“As far as the surrounding area, the only real organiza­
tion I’ve worked with is the National Multiple Sclerosis 
Sotfpty.”
The group will be walking on the White Pine Trail for 
about 90 miles of their trek, and will stick to roads with 
low traffic volume for the rest.
The Michigan State Police are 
helping them map out the safest 
route, Dunham said.
Their days will consist of about 
eight hours of walking, and they 
have arranged churches to stay 
in each night along their route, 
Zyrek* said. There will be ATO 
members driving food to these 
destinations so the walkers have 
less to carry.
ZYREK Walkers will be encouraged
j to wear layers instead of carry­
ing clothes, Dunham said. The 
group is bringing clothing and outerwear in prepara­
tion for the ever-changing Michigan weather they will 
encounter.
The money for costs of food and supplies will mainly 
come out-of-pocket for the ATO members, Dunham said. 
The IFC also donated $1,000 to the group for costs.
The group will hold a small event to kick off their 
trip, with a speaker from the National MS Society as well 
as one from their chapter on Feb. 28, Zyrek said. They 
will then walk from GVSU’s campus to Comstock Park, 
a 17-mile hike.
The group hopes this event will become something 
the entire campus can be involved with in the future, 
Dunham said.
“We want to change the lives of as many people as 
we can,” he said. “Hopefully it’s something the campus 
can eventually be really involved with and that we can 
bring back and make a big event for the school as well 
as Greek Life.”
To learn more or for a link to donate, visit ATO Walks 
Hard: Many Steps for MS on Facebook or Twitter. The 
group will be posting throughout their walk.
bspaulding@lanthorn.com
leasing@48west.com 616-895-2400 
www facebook.com/Villageat48West
FRATERNITY
CONTINUED FROM A3
“To see a guy with such a good personality who was 
doing so well in life be broken down that much ... is 
pretty eye-opening,” Zyrek said. “To see that we’re doing 
something beyond just raising money for a cause.”
Once they got the business model in place, they faced 
the challenge of the logistics of the trip, Zyrek said.
“The logistics of the event were a huge consideration, 
as far as where were stopping, where were sleeping, how 
we’re going to get food,” he said. “It seems like a simple 
concept going in, but the preparation was just massive, 
especially when you’re dealing with this many guys on a 
160-mile trail, much of which is in the dead of winter.”
The group chose spring break due to time constraints
NEED ROOMMATES?
WE CAN HELP!
Like us on
Facebook
APPLY ONLINE TO RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT TODAY
HOUSING IS LIMITED
AMENITIES
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CENTER. GAME 
ROOM. THEATER 
-FREE TANNING 
-FREE WIFI & CABLE 
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CONTINUED FROM A3
he wanted to inspire 
young artists and pass on 
the knowledge he gained 
from his experience in 
the art world.
“When I was com­
ing up, I had some really 
good mentors,” he said. “I 
wanted to pass that on.”
And he passed on 
more than artistic skill.
“I think the process of 
doing the art from the be­
ginning to the end shows 
discipline and the ability 
to work on certain im­
ages for a long period of 
time,” Massey said, add­
ing that the students also 
gained problem solving 
and teamwork skills.
Before the artistic pro­
cess began, they under­
went an interview with 
Massey, their art teachers 
and people from the lo­
cal College for Creative 
Studies to showcase their 
abilities and portfolio.
Manal Kadry, the stu­
dents’ art teacher, said 
the selection process was 
so difficult that the com­
mittee chose 11 students 
rather than the 10 they 
had set out to find.
“We have a . big 
population of creative 
students,” Kadry said, 
adding that more than 
60 between sixth and 
twelfth grade inter­
viewed for the project.
Ellen Sprouls, who 
works with both the 
GVSU Art Gallery and 
Charter Schools Office, 
said the final product is 
the students’ vision of the 
future in terms of Detroit 
and commerce.
“It’s a good example 
of what’s right in De-
On!
Across
troit,” Sprouls said. “And 
that there’s hope and the 
people haven’t given up 
hope. The politicians 
might have, but the peo­
ple haven’t given up hope 
in their city.”
Sprouls said this isn’t 
the first project GVSU 
sponsored for its char­
ter schools. Previously, it 
paid for students at Black
U
It’s a good 
example of what’s 
right in Detroit.
And that there’s 
hope and the 
people haven’t 
given up hope.
If
ELLEN SPROULS
ART GALLERY WORKER
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River Public School in 
Holland to produce metal 
sculptures with the help 
of three local artists.
“We bring funding to 
the table to make projects 
possible that the schools 
don’t have the resources 
to do on their own, so 
we give the students an 
experience they couldn’t 
possibly otherwise have,” 
she said.1 .................
Since. 20U, .Sprouls,, 
has been working to help 
GVSU’s charter schools 
sponsor Art Prize en­
tries. The Henry Ford 
Academy’s mural is only 
one of seven entries from 
GVSU’s schools this year.
news@lanthorn.com
Having paying for college?
paying studant loans?
trouble... finding a job?
As a member of the elite 
forces serving our 
country, a student con 
receive money for 
college through the 
National-Guard.
ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, IL 
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8" SUB SANDWICHES
All if my tisty sub sandwiches are a full I inches if 
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest 
meats & cheese I can buy! And if it matters to you. 
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right 
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)
#t PEPE*
Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese 
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.
#2 BIG JOHN*9
Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with 
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.
#3 TOTALLY TUNA"9
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions, 
and our tasty sauce, then tapped with cucumber, 
lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)
#4 TURKEY TOM*9
Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce, 
tomato, sliced cucumber, and mayo. (The original)
#5 VITO*9
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone. 
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian 
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)
#6 VEGETARIAN ®
layers of provolone cheese separated hy real 
avocado spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato, 
and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not for 
vegetarians only... . . . . . . . . . peace dude!)
J.J.8.L.T.*9 J
lacon. lettuce, tomato. & mayo. J
(The only better ILT is mama s IIT) ^
★ SIDES ★
* Soda Pop
* Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
* Real petato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle
* Extra load of meat
* Extra cheese or extra avocado spread
* Hot Peppers
FREEBIES (SUBS 6 CLUBS ONLY)
Onien. lettuce, tomate. mayo, sliced cucumber. Rijon 
mustard, ail A vinegar and oregano
GRID'S GREATEST
°^rmet sandwich 
Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II
PLAIN SLIMS
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce
SLIM I Ham & cheese 
SLIM 2 Roast Reef 
SLIM 3 Tuna salad 
SLIM 4 Turkey breast 
SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese 
SLIM 6 Double provolone
Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
<flD0M3P
Same ingredients and price of the 
sub or club without the bread.
BOX LUNCHES. FLATTERS. FORTIESI
DELIVERY ORDERS will include a 
delivery charge per item.
★ ★ JIMMYJOHNS.COM ★★
THE J.J. 
GARGANTUAN"
This sandwich was invented by 
Jimmy John s brother Huey It's huge 
enough to feed the hungriest of all 
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced 
smoked ham. capicola. roast hoof, 
turkey & provolone. jammed into 
om of our homemade French bins 
then smothered with onions, maye. 
lettuce, tomato. A our homemade 
Italian dressing.
OK, SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AND 
Vff'RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE 
A LITTLE BETTER, THAT'S ALU I WANTED TO 
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT 
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET. 
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET, BUT 
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT 
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!
GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it 
on my fresh baked tkick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous 
homemade french bread!
#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham. 
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayo!
#8 BIUY CLUB*9
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. A mayo.
#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*9
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. 
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato, 
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav ta order hot peppers, just ask!)
#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*9
A full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare 
roast beef, provolone. lettnce. tomato. & mayo.
#11 COUNTRY CLUB*9
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham. 
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditienal. yet always exceptional classic!)
#12 BEACH CLUB* ®
Fresh baked tarkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado 
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomate. and maye!
(It s the real deal, and it ain’t even California.)
#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*9
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced 
cucumber, lettnce, tamati. & mayo.
(Try it on my /-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie 
sandwich is world class!)
#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*9
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, temato. & mayo.
An American classic, cortainly not invonted hy J.J. but 
definitely tweaked and fine-tuned te perfection!
#15 CLUB TUNA*9
Tke same as nor #3 Totally Tuna except tkis one has 
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone. 
cucumber, lettuce. & tomate.
#16 CLUB LULU*9
Fresh sliced terkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato.
A mayo. (JJ s original tarkey A bacon club)
#17 ULTIMATE PORKER*
Real applewood smoktd ham and bacon with lettuce, 
temate A maye. what ceuld be better!
WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!
<111$. 2112 2117 2114.211). 2111 JIMMV J1NN S MUNCIISC. lie III RICNTS HStlVfl We Outfit the lit*! tt Mitt Any UtM
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IN NCDA STANDINGS
The Grand Valley State Uni­
versity club dodgeball team 
has been listed as the No. 6 
team in the nation according 
to the Feb. 23 standings on 
www.ncdadodgeball.com. 
GVSU has been consistent 
on. their way to a 10-1 record 
this season, and their win­
ning percentage (.909) is the 
second-best among all 18 
active teams in the associa­
tion.
The team's only loss this 
season came at the hands of 
cross-state rival SaginawVal- 
ley State University on Nov. 
4, who the Lakers have since 
defeated en route to winning 
the Michigan Dodgeball Cup 
on Feb. 9.
The team will hope to win its 
fifth national championship 
at the 2013 NCDA Champi­
onship Tournament, which 
will take place at the Univer­
sity of Kentucky on April 13.
LACROSSE TEAM 
PICKED TO WIN GLIAC
The Grand Valley State Uni­
versity women's lacrosse 
team was predicted to finish 
first in the conference ac­
cording to the 2013 GLIAC 
Lacrosse Preseason Poll.
The balloting consisted of 
GLIAC head coaches who 
were not allowed to vote for 
their own team.
In 2012, GVSU finished its in­
augural season with a record 
of 10-7 under first-year head 
coach Alicia Grovestone.
The team will look to a pair 
of sophomores for offen­
sive production this sea­
son, as sophomore mid­
fielder Rachel Leibovitz and 
sophomore attacker Victoria 
Devine combined to score 75 
goals in 2012. Leibovitz led 
the team in goals (38 goals, 
three assists) while Devine 
led in points (37 goals, six 
assists).
The Lakers will begin their 
2013 campaign on a three- 
game spring break road trip, 
starting with a Mar. 4 match­
up with Assumption College 
(Maas.).
GLIAC
STANDINGS
M. BASKETBALL
GLIAC North Standings
X Wayne State 16-4
X MichiganTech. 15-6
xovsu 14-7
X Ferris State 13-8
Northwood 11-10
Lake Superior St. 10-11
Saginaw Valley 10-11
Northern Michigan 4-17
GLIAC North Standings
X Findlay 15-6
X Hillsdale 13-8
Walsh 12-8
Malone 11-10
Ashland 10-11
Tiffin 7-14
Lake Erie 5-16
Ohio Dominican 1-20
W. BASKETBALL
GLIAC North Standings
Wayne State 16-4
MichiganTech. 16-5
GVSU 14-7
Ferris State 12-9
Northern Mich. 10-11
Northwood 9-12
Lake Superior St. 4-17
GLIAC South Standings
Ashland 20-1
Findlay 18-3
Malone 9-12
Hillsdale 8-13
Tiffin 8-13
Ohio Dominican 6-15
Walsh 4-16
Lake Erie 2-19
X= GLIAC
TOURNAMENT BERTH
SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE
ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
We’re #1: Both GVSU’s men’s and women's track and field team's took home first" place trophy’s atthe GLIAC Championship held at the Kelly Sports Center.
■Hr1
BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER
T
he GLIAC seemingly improves 
as a conference every year, a 
trend that holds true for the 
indoor track and field ranks, but 
Grand Valley State University track 
and field is still running a leg ahead 
of the rest.
The GLIAC Indoor Champion­
ship hosted Saturday and Sunday 
at the Kelly Family Sports Center, 
was a testament to this claim as the 
Laker program once again left the 
competition in its wake. The visit­
ing teams exited the premises, but 
both the mens and womens GLIAC 
championship trophies stayed in Al­
lendale for another year.
The No. 1 womens side, captured 
their 14th consecutive title, and did so 
in dominant fashion topping runner- 
up Ashland by a 130-point margin. 
The No. 4 mens team out ran the sec­
ond place No. 3 ranked Ashland by a 
decided 76-point gap for their fourth 
consecutive title and 13th in 14 tries.
“We hosted this conference meet 
in our building and I’m really proud of 
both teams,” said GVSU athletic direc­
tor Tim Selgo. “We’ve got a great tradi­
tion here and they did a wonderful job
of upholding our tradition in high- 
level fashion winning both the men 
and womens GLIAC Championships. 
It was really nice to see all of their hard 
work rewarded this weekend.”
Senior Sam Lockhart was as 
dominant as ever, besting her own 
school record in the weight throw 
as well as the GLIAC Championship 
record with a toss of 21.50 meters 
and collecting GLIAC field athlete of 
the year honors. It was the farthest 
throw measured in Division II this 
year by over a foot and a half.
Ashland’s Katie Nageotte set a new 
GLIAC Indoor Championship and 
Kelly Family Sports Center record mark 
of 4.33 meters in the pole vault and out­
did junior Kristen Hixson, but Hixson 
cleared a school record mark of 4.23 
meters, the third-best mark in Division 
II this year, and figures to be a major 
factor in competition at nationals.
The resurgent senior Monica 
Kinney won the mile with a time of 
4 minutes, 55.08 seconds and was 
proceeded places two through four 
by Laker teammates sophomore Jes­
sica Janecke and freshman Allison 
Work and Katelyn Cliff.
Darien Thornton was named the 
GLIAC Field Freshman of the Meet 
after finishing second in the weight
throw and sixth in the shot put.
Junior Steven Reives set a school 
record in the heptathlon with 4,492 
points and the 4x400 relay team con­
sisting Juniors Nate Hammersmith, 
Chris Teitsma, Logan Hoffman and 
Mohammed Mohammed lowered 
heir record mark once again with 
a time of 3:12.42, the fourth fastest 
time run in Division II this season.
Senior pole vaulter Kevin Le- 
land and sophomore sprinter Bent 
VanEnk chipped in with surprise 
victories in their respective events 
and the men’s DMR relay team con­
sisting of freshman Nick Wharry, 
Dang Pung, junior Jermey Wilk and 
senior Larry Julson set a building 
mark with a time of 9:53.34.
Highlight performances were ac­
cumulated by the Lakers throughout 
the weekend and couldn’t have come 
at a better time, but there is still 
plenty of work left to be done.
“We’ve got to keep our nose to the 
grindstone, we’ve still got two more 
weeks or so,” Julson said. “We’ve just 
got to keep putting in the work and 
put it together on the day. On any giv­
en day, anything can happen. That’s 
the approach were taking, especially 
with the DMR (distance medley re­
lay). We’ve always said if we can get
there, we can put it together and then 
hopefully do some big things. We’re 
pretty excited about that.”
As it stands right now, it’s ex­
pected that GVSU will have between 
10 and 15 men and around 20 ladies 
representatives at nationals. The 
women will once again be the fa­
vorites and the men have an outside 
shot at a top four finish.
“I think it’ll be one of the larger 
groups we’ve taken as a whole,” said 
GVSU distance coach Nick Polk. “We’ll 
spend this next week tuning up, getting 
excited and hopefully defend pur title 
and place a lot higher on the guys side.”
The final declaration list will 
come out this afternoon and by to­
morrow, GVSU will know who will 
be making the trip to Alabama for 
nationals. For all those invited, the 
stakes will be as high as ever.
“It’s not a field trip, it’s not a vaca­
tion,” said GVSU head track and field 
coach Jerry Baltes. “We’re going down 
there to take care of business and 
hopefully do some great things. It’s 
not going to be easy, but if we keep do­
ing what were doing and go in there 
focused and ready to compete, good 
things can come out of it for us.”
pbarrows@lanthorn.com
----------------------------------------------------------------- M . B A S K E T B A L L -------------------------------------------------------------------
Wayne State finishes season sweep of GV
Lakers drop second 
game to GLIAC 
North leaders
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR
The good teams always find new ways to win.
For the Grand Valley State University men’s bas­
ketball team, they figured they would make Wayne 
State beat them from the outside.
And they did.
Wayne State (17-6,16-4 GLIAC) converted 8-of- 
15 attempts from three-point range on their way to a 
75-57 conquest of GVSU (17-8,14-7 GLIAC).
“They’ve not been shooting the ball very well at 
all, then they end up coming in and hitting eight 
threes,” head coach Ric Wesley said. “You gotta give 
up something, and we thought we would try to make 
them beat us from the outside and they did. "
GVSU held a 20-16 advantage in the first half, 
their largest lead of the game. Wayne State would re­
spond with an 11-2 run of their own and would not 
relinquish the lead again in the game.
“I just thought they were way more physical than 
we were,” Wesley said. “I thought we had a better op­
portunity in the first half to maybe get a lead that 
we didn’t take advantage of. We probably had three 
or four breakdowns defensively early that probably 
cost us not to get a bigger lead.”
The Lakers would get within two points after con­
secutive jumpers from senior Tony Peters and sopho­
more Ryan Sabin and trail 38-36 in the second half. 
However, Wayne State responded with another run 
of their own, outscoring GVSU 19-5 over the next six 
and a half minutes to take a commanding 57-41 lead.
“Defensively in the second half, we didn’t come 
out,” Sabin said, “We just didn’t come out and ex­
ecute on defense. They just made big plays tonight. 
That’s what it comes down to. We just didn’t make 
the plays.”
Both teams had success shooting the ball as 
Wayne State shot 58 percent from the field for the 
game, including 64 percent in the second half. GVSU 
managed to convert 51 percent of their attempts in 
the game, but committed 17 turnovers.
Freshman Ricardo Carbajal led GVSU with 15 
points, while Sabin tallied 13.
“In the second half, we were just playing from 
behind the whole game,” Wesley said. “Their guards 
are so strong. It makes it difficult because then you 
have to extend your defense and they’re so strong 
penetrating the ball, it kind of plays right into their 
hands.”
GVSU was without one of their top scorers and 
three-point threats after sophomore Ryan Majerle 
suffered a sprained ankle in the win over Saginaw 
Valley State University this past Thursday. He is list­
ed as day-to-day.
“We have a lot of injuries, so that takes away 
from our depth that we had in the beginning of the 
year,” Carbajal said. “Just have to execute on defense 
and on offense, especially against a good team like 
Wayne State.”
The loss was only the second time GVSU lost 
at home this season. The other defeat came at that 
hands of Walsh University, 83-79.
On Thursday, GVSU used stifling second half 
defense on their way to a 60-52 win over Saginaw 
Valley State. The Lakers held the Cardinals to 5-of- 
26 shooting and l-of-13 from three-point range in 
the second half.
Four players scored in double figures for GVSU. 
Senior Tyrone Lee recorded 13 points and nine re-
ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
Starting out strong: GVSU’s Tyrone Lee wins the 
jump ball against Wayne State University.
bounds, Peters tallied 12 points, senior Breland Ho­
gan added 10 points, and Sabin chipped in with 11 
points.
“(We) played great in Saginaw,” Wesley said. 
“They're not one of the top teams in the conference, 
but they’ve been playing really well. It was just a 
good solid road win late in the season. Disappointed 
we didn’t follow up on that and come back here and 
play a little bit better.”
sports@lanthorn.com
http://www.gvsuoffcampushousing.com
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jj Lakers erase early 17-point deficit to defeat Wayne State
. BY TATE BAKER
[ GVL STAFF WRITER
11 Sometimes its not how you start, but 
I* how you finish.
The Grand Valley State University 
•• womens basketball team proved that 
C adage to be true on Saturday against 
J! GLIAC North leading Wayne State
* I University.
Trailing 25-8 with eight minutes re­
maining in the first half, it appeared as 
l * .if the Lakers would lose their second 
l • game in three nights. Instead the GVSU
* • (18-7, 14-7 GLIAC) womens basketball
* * team rallied on a 20-5 run from the 3:26
* mark in the first half, to the opening 
*. minutes of the second half to get within
. two points, and eventually overtook
* Wayne State (18-6, 16-4 GLLAC) by a 
final score of 61-58.
. * “It was a gutsy, composed game that
* we were able to fight through,” said head
* coach Janel Burgess. “It showed great
* courage of us to keep battling and we 
ended up finishing strong at the end”
On the strength of a 12-3 run to­
ward the end of the first half, the Lak- 
I* ers would cut the deficit in half and 
go into halftime only trailing by eight, 
with a score of 22-30.
“We started rebounding and started 
to contain penetration, which really
helped us close the gap,” Burgess said. 
“Going to the 2-3 zone really helped us 
as well.”
GVSU carried their momentum 
from the end of the first half into the 
second half. The Lakers made it a point 
to get off to a better start compared to 
their start in the first half.
“We came out in the second half ag­
gressive,” said junior Dani Crandall. “It 
all started with the hustle plays and we 
just played off of that.”
Battling back and forth throughout 
the entire second half, the Lakers finally 
turned the corner with five minutes re­
maining and took their first lead of the 
night, 52-51.
“In the beginning of the game we just 
couldn’t hit shots,” said senior Briauna Tay­
lor. “We knew we just had to keep getting 
rebounds, all the loose balls, and eventu­
ally we would start hitting our shots.”
With GVSU trailing, Crandall came 
through for GVSU and hit a three right 
next to the Lakers bench, to take the lead 
back 60-58 with a minute left.
“My mind was pretty clear,” Crandall 
said. “To be honest, I didn’t even know 
what the score was and how big of a 
shot that was until after I made it. When 
you’re in the moment, sometimes you 
just don’t think about it.”
The Lakers buckled down on de­
fense in the last 60 seconds and held 
Wayne State scoreless, winning the 
game 61-58. A much needed win com­
ing off of an ugly 71-61 lose to rival 
Saginaw Valley State University earlier 
in the week.
“We really held our composure and 
stayed tough on defense,” Burgess said.
Briauna Taylor led the enthusiastic 
comeback for the Lakers as she posted 23 
points and a career-high 14 rebounds.
“(Briauna Taylor) played outstand­
ing,” Crandall said. “You know, we all 
think she is one of the best, if not the 
best player in the GLIAC, she really 
played like it tonight.”
Sophomore Daina Grazulis sparked 
GVSU off the bench, helping the Lak­
ers cause as she tallied 12 points, in­
cluding a perfect 2-of-2 from three- 
point range.
“She came in and did some great 
things,” Burgess said. “She had three huge 
blocks in key moments of the game.”
GVSU will hope to carry the mo­
mentum from this big win next week­
end when they host rival Ferris State 
University in the final game of the reg­
ular season on Saturday at 8 p.m.
tbaker@lanthorn.com
BO ANDERSON|GVL
Double double: Briauna Taylor drives to the basket during the 
Lakers game. Taylor finished with 23 points and 14 rebounds.
GVSU celebrates 40th anniversary of Title IX
' BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER
’ * Dr. Donna Lopiano has 
dedicated her life to invok­
ing change in the world, but 
when it comes to introducing 
herself at speaking engage- 
! I tnents, she rarely deviates
• l from divulging her childhood 
% dream in one succinct line.
• <4
• “When I was four, all 
.*2 wanted to be was a New
York Yankee,” Lopiano said.
Lopiano never made it 
into pinstripes - there were 
still no girls allowed when 
she signed up for Little 
League at age 11, although 
there was little else she was 
not able to accomplish and 
experience in sports.
Coach, athletic director, 
chief executive officer of the 
Women’s Sports Founda- 
tion and president of Sports
Management Resources, Lo­
piano is consistently listed as 
one of the top 10 most pow­
erful women in sports and is 
a member of several halls of 
fame, where she is immor­
talized with such names as 
Julius Irving, Marv Albert, 
Sandra Day O’Connor and 
Sally Ride (the first woman 
in space). Through it all, 
it would appear as though 
Lopiano has barely broken
WSNEVERS
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Sparking change: Keynote Speaker Dr. Donna Lopiano. 
president of sports management resources and one of Fox 
Sports "10 Most Powerful Women in Sports," gives her speech.
a sweat, a trick she learned 
during her time with the 
Raybestos Brackettes.
Bitter to this day about not 
being permitted the opportu­
nity to become the next great 
Yankee, Donna Lopiano did 
play professional softball for 
a decade. Her career started 
with the Raybestos Brack­
ettes at age 16 and although 
her accomplishments would 
be many, she absorbed a les­
son that would stick with her 
the rest of her career during 
her first practice.
On a championship team, 
Lopiano was informed that on 
the Brackettes, players were to 
make things look easy, no mat­
ter how difficult the task.
“When you make things 
look easy, it really is intimi­
dating to your opponent,” Lo­
piano said.
Today Lopiano puts her 
gender equality and sport 
administration expertise and 
experience to use as a pub­
lic engagement speaker. On 
Saturday, she made the trip 
to Grand Valley State Uni­
versity to help celebrate the 
40th anniversary of the Title 
IX legislation.
Lopiano was keynote 
speaker at the Celebration of 
Women in Sport and Physi­
cal Activity reception host­
ed Saturday in the Alumni 
House which honored Joan 
Boand, former GVSU jack 
of all trades coach and pro­
fessor emeritus of physi­
cal education, and Patti 
Rowe, GVSU professor of 
movement science, with 
an endowment fund that 
will support professional 
development opportuni­
ties for students. Lopiano 
also spoke at the Leadership 
Summit held in the Kirkhof 
Center. She helped to illus­
trate the progress that has 
been made.
For many in the over­
capacity crowd that were
drawn to the Alumni House 
for the proceedings, which 
included GVSU faculty, stu­
dents and a slew of alumni, 
the impact was felt.
“Working in athletics, I 
became very well versed in it 
(Title IX), but today makes 
it hit home as far as what it 
really did,” said GVSU as­
sociate athletic director Keri 
Becker. “I was bom in 1972 so 
I feel like I’m a Title IX baby. I 
never knew what it was to not 
have an opportunity. What it 
means today to see all those 
people who made that hap­
pen gives it more impact than 
I ever thought it would have.”
Lopiano also made a point 
to emphasize that although 
progress has undeniably been 
made, there is still a long 
ways to go before full equality 
might be achieved. Many in 
the audience are prepared to 
pick up the fight where their 
predecessors left off.
“Well I think at this point 
it transcends gender,” Beck­
er said. “I think anything 
we can do from an athletic 
standpoint to be more di­
verse and inclusive as a 
whole, that’s where our fo­
cus should be. It’s about race, 
it’s about socioeconomics 
and I think athletics have a 
unique position to be one of 
the most diverse. That’s how 
we need to lead.”
Rachel Gladstone, GVSU 
sports leadership alum and 
student affair and leadership 
graduate assistant, helped to 
coordinate both events and 
walked away inspired. There 
may not be a female Yan­
kee pitcher next season, but 
there are plenty of strides yet 
to make.
“Just because Title IX was 
40 years ago and there have 
been changes, it’s not the only 
thing that can be done,” Glad­
stone said. “No matter who 
you are or where you are in 
life, you can do something.”
pbarrows@
lanthorn.com
Battle of the Sexes
Women's tennis face GRCC men in annual scrimmage
BY TATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER
The GVSU womens ten­
nis team had a unique op­
portunity-to scrimmage the 
Grand Rapids Community 
College men’s tennis team 
this weekend.
“It was a fun opportunity 
for us,” said sophomore Leah 
Dancz. “Its something that 
we really only get one chance 
out of the year to do, so we 
really have fun with it.”
Although it was a scrim­
mage where the outcome 
neither counted nor mat­
tered, the girls still took the 
competition to heart, and 
played with the same com­
petitive edge that they would 
use in normal matches.
“If we kept score I think 
we ended up winning 10-8,” 
Dancz said. “Everyone defi­
nitely took it seriously. It was 
different, but also a lot of fun 
to play against guys for once.”
Early matchups like these
serve as great prep for the 
important GLIAC matches, 
which are right around the 
corner in early March.
“This type of match just 
kind of gets us going for the 
GLIAC matches that we will 
be playing in later down the 
road,” Dancz said. “It defi­
nitely helps us get back into 
the feel of the game.”
Although this match has 
no effect on their overall 
standing and ranking of any 
sort, it still served as great 
importance to the team, 
the coaches, and the overall 
process of improving as in­
dividual players.
“This match is nothing 
like our normal matches, 
but we still prepare the 
same way,” said head coach 
Jon Black. “Their focus and 
preparation goes into these 
type of scrimmages just as 
they do any other match.”
Early prep matches such 
as these provide a uniquely
calm style of play. You don’t 
see the normal stresses that 
you would see at the GLIAC 
matches throughout the year.
“The pressure was defi­
nitely off this past weekend,” 
Dancz said. “It was pretty 
laid back, it was nice to play 
without any worries.”
In one of the more unique 
matches, junior Anne Marie 
Moran went head to head 
with Grand Rapids Com­
munity College’s tennis head 
coach, which is something 
that you will never see at a 
normal Division II college 
tennis event.
“It was pretty cool to see 
Anne Marie go up against 
the coach,” Dancz said. 
“Even though things were 
as laid back as they were, it 
was still very competitive, I 
really think (Anne Marie) 
had fun with the experience 
of playing their coach.”
The scrimmages also 
serve as great experience
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builders for some of the un­
derclassmen and lets them 
understand the feel and tem­
po of the collegiate level.
“Early in February, before 
the season really gets going, 
it’s important for everyone 
in program to get comfort­
able with things,” said Fran­
cis Bertrand, a sophomore 
on the GVSU men’s tennis 
team. “Scrimmages like 
these are great for that.”
The Lakers’ women’s ten­
nis team will now have the 
upcoming week off before 
they travel to Florida for 
their annual spring break 
trip. GVSU will face local 
Florida talent in Orlando 
during their road trip.
tbaker@lanthorn.com
Discover where you'll study 
abroad at usac.unr.edu
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GV tennis starts GLIAC play undefeated
BY JAY BUSHEN
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS
As far as starts go, the 
Grand Valley State Universi­
ty men’s tennis team couldn’t 
^ have asked for a better one. 
j \ GVSU is undefeated in 
f conference play so far in 2013, 
ig up three victories in 
i many days last Week.
^ GVSU (5-1, 3-0) took 
care of business on Thursday 
with an 8-1 victory over Tif­
fin University, followed by a 
6-3 win over Ohio Domini­
can University on Friday be­
fore defeating the University 
of Findlay 8-1 on Saturday.
Head coach John Black 
said he hopes his young Lak­
ers will earn their respect in 
the competitive GLIAC.
“Our conference will 
be very tough,” Black said. 
“We’re a young team, but 
everyone has been working 
hard and making progress. 
We’ve managed to mesh 
quite well without any se­
niors on our roster.”
The Lakers were domi­
nant in singles play, as the 
No. 2, No. 3, No. 5 and No. 6 
spots were undefeated in the 
three-game span.
In the No. 1 spot, sopho­
more Francis Bertrand was 
solid, defeating Tiffin’s Max 
Waeters 6-1, 6-2 and Find­
lay’s Djordje Ljubinkovic
6- 2, 6-2. His only loss came 
at the hands of Ohio Do­
minican’s Walid Gtari, 2-6,
7- 6 (7-0), 6-3.
“Everyone played well,” 
Bertrand said. “We know 
we need to be at our best in 
(GLIAC) matches, and I am 
fully confident in our team’s
BO ANDERSON|GVL
Three’s the charm: Quinn Sylow reaches for a ball during a match this weekend. Sylow and the Lakers improved to 5-1 on the season and also wrapped up 
the weekend with three straight GLIAC conference wins. The team beat Tiffin University. Ohio Dominican, and the University of Findlay.
son 6-3, 6-4, he notched a court. He has completely No. 7 regional ranking, 
victory over Ohio Domini- raised my level of play.” “Our play was solid, but
can’s Tyler Johnston 6-1, 7- 5 GVSU junior Andrew Dar- there’s room for improvement,”
before besting Findlay’s John rell was also a key performer Black said. “I want to see con-
ability to win the confer­
ence this year.”
The transfer from Divi­
sion I Stony Brook also put 
together a trio of victories 
in doubles play with his 
teammate Bryan Hodges, a 
junior.
The duo was on the same 
page in each of their matches 
in No. 1 spot, defeating Tif­
fin 8-6, Ohio Dominican 8-2
and Findlay 8-4.
“Communication is very 
important in doubles, and 
we know how to talk to each 
other on the court,” Bertrand 
said. “The energy level we’ve 
had together is amazing.”
Hodges, who has won 
10 straight matches, repre­
sented the No. 3 spot for the 
team in singles play. After 
defeating Tiffin’s Kyle John-
Kidd 6-0,6-1.
Hodges said he attributes 
much of his success this sea­
son to his doubles partner.
“He’s an excellent player,” 
Hodges said. “Francis is one 
of my best friends and we 
have great chemistry on the
GVSU junior Andrew Dar­
in the team’s three victories. 
Darrell was 3-0 in the No. 2 
spot of singles play and 3-0 in 
the No. 2 spot of doubles play 
along with partner Quinn Sy­
low, a sophomore.
Black said the team still 
needs to improve despite its
tinued progression-especially 
in doubles competition.”
The Lakers will compete 
against six teams in a five- 
day span during their spring 
break trip to Orlando, Fla.
assistantsports@
lanthorn.com
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GVSU hosts annual career fair, offers tips on standing out in a competitive crowd
BY JESSICA SMITH
GVL STAFF WRITER
Spring is almost here, 
and the graduation buzz has 
begun; and until Grand Val­
ley State University students 
graduate in May, they’ve 
only got one thing on their 
minds: finding a career.
In an effort to answer 
questions about the intern­
ship and interviewing pro­
cess, GVSU held its annual 
Career Fair last week, hosted 
at the DeVos Place in Grand 
Rapids. Hundreds of stu­
dents gathered around tables 
set up by over 200 employ­
ers, eager to land the per­
fect post-grad gig. With so 
much competition, students 
may be wondering just what 
would make them stand out 
among the crowd.
Well, we did the dirty 
work for you and found out 
just who it is that these busi­
ness representatives are go­
ing to remember once the 
day was done.
What’s Going to Make Me 
Stand Out in a Crowd of 
Other Students?
"* Joseph Presutti, Analyst at 
!' Blackford Capital: “Students 
that are outgoing, energetic,
' have passion for what we do.
H Show a willingness to learn,
'’.have some good work experi­
ence behind them, and have 
•1 taken a lot of courses that have 
. ‘ •prepared them for the job.”
Megan Ashley, Red Frog 
.‘•Events: “We want to see your 
passions come out. We want 
•no get to know you, so we want 
to encourage you to break out 
of your elevator speech and
let us get to know you.”
Joel Niece, Fastenal: 
“Overall professional ap­
pearance. Eye contact, hand 
shakes, honestly a lot of it is 
how they’re dressed and how 
they carry themselves.”
Holly Westhouse, The De­
partment of Human Services: 
“Someone who just really has 
an interest in pursuing a ca­
reer that is their niche. A lot 
of people are looking for just 
any job and that’s not always 
the best fit.”
What’s going to make a 
potential employer single 
my resume out of a stack?
Scott Rogers, TQL: “We 
love extracurricular activi­
ties, not necessarily someone 
who just goes to class and 
then goes home. We like to 
see people involved in the 
campus, different organiza­
tions, maybe they’re working 
part-time and going to school 
and that shows a lot of drive - 
something we love to see.”
Joel Niece, Fastenal: “Typ­
ically their work experience, 
not so much their college ex­
perience. I want to see where 
have they worked, who have 
they worked under, what 
does their boss have to say 
about their work ethic?”
Annette McBride, Pine 
Rest Christian Mental Health 
Services: “A polished resume. 
Everything looks profession­
al and when you look at it 
you say, ‘This looks like they 
spent a lot of time.’ It’s not 
something they just threw 
together in a few minutes.”
Bailey Yenglin: “We look 
at projects that they’ve done
MEGAN SINDERSON | GVL
Looking to the future: Thuy Nguyen, an accounting major at GVSU, attains information from potential employers at the 
GVSU Winter Career Fair at the DeVos Place Convention Center on Friday. Over 200 employeers were on hand at the event.
in the past. Experience in 
terms of practical experience 
so how do they apply some­
thing that they’ve learned to 
something that they’ve done 
in the past. They’re able to 
connect the actual experi­
ences that they have to the 
knowledge that they have.”
What would be your sug­
gestion to students whose
resume lacks experience?
Joseph Presutti, Ana­
lyst at Blackford Capital: “I 
would be very up front with 
that and show that willing­
ness to learn. Mention and 
say, ‘Here’s the research that 
I’ve done on your field on 
my own, and here’s why I’m 
interested in it, and here’s 
how I’m going to learn and 
contribute to your company
in the future.’”
Joel Niece, Fastenal: “Talk 
about their experiences with­
in school. Talk about vol­
unteer programs or clubs or 
athletics or whatever it is that 
they’re interested in. Whatev­
er it is that they’ve done. Were 
really looking for someone 
with depth of personality in 
order to be relatable.”
Annette McBride, Pine
Rest Christian Mental Health 
Services: “Volunteer, volun­
teer, volunteer. Find a place 
or an organization in your 
community where they’re 
willing to let you come in 
and spend some time. There’s 
plenty of opportunity.”
So take this advice with you 
to make the next career fair 
you attend a successful one. 
jsmith@lanthorn.com
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‘Indulge in a Cause’ raises money for Women’s Center
iivkutiiubCK | GVL
For the good cause: Provost Gail Davis helps serve chocolate cake during Indulge In a Cause. The event was 
aimed to raise money for GVSU’s Women's Center and featured all-you-can-eat chocolate and a silent auction.
BY BECKY SPAULDING
■GVL STAFF WRITER
On Thursday, Feb. 21, the Wom- 
«*n’s Center hosted their eighth an­
imal Indulge in a Cause event at
Grand Valley State University’s 
Eberhard Center.
The event, a fundraising ef­
fort for the Women’s Center, fea­
tured two hours of all-you-can-
eat chocolate for attendees with a 
silent auction throughout, where 
participants could bid either $10 
or $15 per item, as many times as 
they wanted, and enter a drawing
to receive one of the items, which 
included dental and spa packages, 
a year’s worth of flower deliveries, 
weekend getaways, and even pack­
ages for kids.
“Everyone bids the same 
amount (per item) and then get 
entered in a drawing to win it,” said 
Lauren LeFurge, Women’s Center 
intern. “It goes to the Women’s 
Center for the programs that they 
run and for the Leadership House 
that they run.”
The funds will also go to fund 
study abroad trips that Women’s 
Center staff will take, she said.
Scenes from the Women’s Cen­
ter’s most recent study abroad trip 
to South African flashed on the 
wall of the banquet hall through­
out the event - one of the trips 
that proceeds from the event will 
go toward funding, said Brittany 
Dernberger, assistant director for 
the Women’s Center.
“All of the proceeds benefit us,” 
Dernberger said. “While we do get 
some funding from the university, 
this allows us to expand our programs 
and initiatives. This is the eighth year, 
and it’s always a lot of fun.”
The money raised goes toward 
the Women’s Center’s Endowment
je ** ».. I
Fund, Dernberger said.
“This account funds a num­
ber of initiatives, including our 
South Africa study abroad trip, 
programming and events,” she 
said. “It gives us that*cushion of 
extra support.”
All of the goodies were donated 
by local businesses, including Mei- 
jer, San Chez Bistro, Cabot Cheese, 
Kilwin’s and Rocky Mountain 
Chocolate Factory.
Gale Davis, GVSU Provost and 
vice president of Academic Af­
fairs, served up slices of cake to 
attendees, and said she attends the 
event annually.
“I support the Women’s Center 
in general, and when I was a faculty 
member, I was a women’s studies fac­
ulty member, so it connects in that 
wayT Davis said “And it’s fun. It’s nice 
to have the community come out and 
just do something different.”
The event had a fairly large turnout, 
something Dernberger expected
“We always see quite a few people 
for this,” she said. “What’s nice is the 
open house style.”
For more information about the 
GVSU Women’s Center, visit www. 
gvsu.edu/women_cen.
bspaulding@lanthorn.com
Alternative Breaks trips offer students perspective, growth
-*Y RACHEL MCLAUGHLIN
jkVL STAFF WRITER
•*- As Grand Valley State University students 
?wait anxiously for a Spring Break breather, 
3hose involved in the student organization 
•Alternative Breaks are gearing up for a week 
i&f service in various locations nationwide.
The Alternative Breaks group aims to 
promote service-learning through week- 
ZLng trips across the U.S., and over this 
^rear’s March 2-9 Spring Break, volunteers 
Convolved in more than 10 different trips, will 
arn about social and environmental issues, 
;ain leadership experience, and meet new 
ople both nationally and regionally.
This year, trips include one to New Jersey, 
-Inhere students will work in a domestic vio­
lence shelter, and another in Florida, where 
Zftudents will help to clean beaches in an ef­
fort to help more turtles nest.
£ Alternative Breaks student leaders host 
Informational nights for prospective stu­
dents to learn more about the trips through­
out the year, and post applications for inter­
ested students online in mid-October. On 
the application forms, students are asked 
to select up to four issue areas they want to 
work within, such as youth and foster care 
and park preservation, and asked to detail 
why they’d like to get involved.
Once applicants are accepted and as­
signed to a trip, they’ll go to an orientation 
where they’ll meet their site leaders and are 
told their issue and location. The locations 
are kept secret until orientation so partici­
pants will pick trips based on the issucs/vol- 
unteer work rather than the location.
Garrett Sawyer, vice president of Pub­
lic Relations for Alternative Breaks, said 
though service trips are held miles away 
from GVSU, advocacy doesn’t necessarily 
stop there.
“Along with making friends and being 
able to help others and the environment, 
Alternative Breaks seeks to educate students 
about the issue so they can promote the is­
sue back on campus and live with that com­
munity’s goals in mind,” Sawyer said.
rmclaughlln@lanthorn.com
ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
Out to male* chang*: The GVSU Alternative Spring Break Park Preservation Group features Andi 
Wilt, Derek Moretz, Courtney Cave, Emily Rasch, Jose Rodriguez, Caleb Scheidel, Sarah Wildt 
Amanda Aldapa. Joel Mounts, BiH Kinter, and Robert Mathews.
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Peace Corps offers international opportunities
BY KARI NORTON
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR
Graduating from university can 
be a very stressful time in a per­
son’s life, especially when the fu­
ture is unclear.
j Peace Corps Regional Recruiter 
QCera Halvorson visited Grand Val- 
lley State University’s Allendale 
id Downtown campuses on Feb. 
and 21 to inform students of 
opportunities that could await 
;m after graduation.
“All Peace Corps volunteers get 
to do exciting, challenging inter­
national development projects,” 
jHalvorson said. “Every volunteers 
work, living, and cultural experi­
ences differ across our countries 
around the world and due to the 
ricji diversity of our world experi­
ences can be vastly different even 
in the same country”
| There are six sectors within the 
organization that people can serve 
in: education, health, environment, 
business, agriculture and youth 
and community development.
Halvorson was a health volun­
teer and got to conduct health-fo­
cused youth camps, public health 
campaigns, best practices confer­
ences for doctors and nurses and 
♦pregnancy classes.
! All volunteers are also encour­
aged to pursue secondary projects 
Jas well, Halvorson said. Hers in­
cluded theater club with English 
speaking children, English club, 
music appreciation and transla­
tion, and a cooking class.
“I recommend the experience 
because it will not only change 
;your perspective on life and give 
Jyou valuable marketable skills 
jsuch as grant writing, project 
management experience, and 
leadership skills you can use in 
the work force when you return,” 
Halvorson said. “It also allows
m
BO ANDERSON | GVL
Future plans: Peace Corps Recruiter Kera Halvorson speaks to students in Eberhard on Thursday about opportunities for students following graduation.
you to create sustainable proj­
ects and create a difference in 
our world.”
Halvorson applied for the Peace 
Corps a few months after she grad­
uated from college because she was 
overwhelmed by with her job and 
desired adventure and challenge, 
she said.
“Peace Corps has a great repu­
tation both at home and abroad,” 
Halvorson said. “(It) also has the 
structures in place such as a safety 
and security officer in each coun­
try that made me feel safe dedicat­
ing my life to them for two years.
All Peace Corps 
volunteers get to do 
exciting, challenging 
international 
development 
projects.
KERA HALVORSON
PEACE CORPS. RECRUITER
99
Plus it has great financial benefits.”
The application process takes 
nine to 12 months and the experi­
ence itself is a 27-month commit­
ment. The period starts off with 
three months of training, followed 
by two full years of service.
Peace Corps is looking for can­
didates that are flexible to do a va­
riety of different work.
“I was flexible when I got to my 
permanent site I would be working 
in for two years,” Halvorson said. 
“I was invited to serve as a mater­
nal health volunteer with the Peace 
Corps but I was available to any­
one I could help.”
Halvorson did a lot of he? dth- 
focused youth camps and p» jblic 
health campaigns in Turkmen ,istan 
and once she was more accust omed 
to the language she started teach­
ing English classes in The h ospital 
and school.
“Peace Corps accepts all ma­
jors and it s never too ear1 iy or too 
late to begin thinking abr jut Peace 
Corps,” Halvorson said..
For more informatj on about 
the Peace Corps, vf isit www. 
peacecorps.gov.
Iakerlife(a)l3 nthorn.com
Fellowships help students prepare for future
BY JACKIE SMITH
GVL STAFF WRITER
0 .Have youjevetheeu inter, 
ested in fellowships? Have 
you ever wondered what a 
fellowship was, or had ques­
tions about pursuing one?
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity hosted a workshop on 
Feb. 21 called “Fellowships 
101” to answer those ques­
tions and much more.
The Frederik Meijer Of­
fice of Fellowships explains 
fellowship as “highly selec­
tive funding opportunities 
for students to pursue study, 
public, or foreign service 
opportunities, research op­
portunities, and more at 
both the undergraduate and 
graduate level in both the U.S 
and abroad. They reward past 
performance including stellar 
grades, leadership, commu­
nity service, campus involve­
ment, research, and more, 
and can be springboards to 
greater opportunities.”
Amanda Cuevas, director 
of the Frederik Meijer Office 
of Fellowships, said Fellow­
ship 101 workshops are in­
tended to introduce students
to the world of nationally 
competitive scholarships and 
fellowships to, help .students 
start preparing now. Pursuit 
of some of the awards, she 
said, make take several years 
for students to garner the 
experiences needed to meet 
award criteria.
She said since the rederik 
Meijer Office of Fellowships 
opened in December 2009, 
GVSU students have been 
awarded over $500,000 in na­
tionally competitive awards.
“Receipt of these presti­
gious awards can open even 
greater doors of opportunity 
for students in the future,” 
Cuevas said. “For example, 
our Hollings scholarship re­
cipient has received a full 
ride to multiple top-tier PhD 
programs for next year.”
Each award has its own ap­
plication process, and Cuevas 
said its the kind of process stu­
dents should take seriously.
“You do need to plan 
ahead,” she said. “In order to 
compete at the national level, 
you need ample time to cre­
ate a successful application.”
Applications also re­
quire recommendation let­
ters from faculty members, 
somethingsdueva&said is an 
incentive for students to get 
to know their professors and 
faculty members.
“Typically, for these 
awards, you need three let­
ters of recommendation,” 
Cuevas said. “Faculty need to 
be able to talk about you and 
your potential as a scholar, 
how engaged you are in 
class, and how involved you 
are outside of class.”
Alyssa Franklin, a GVSU 
sophombre, said that she is 
looking into study abroad 
fellowship opportunities to 
help her in the future.
“The more experience you 
have, the better off you’ll be,” 
Franklin said. “Fellowships 
will help me teach more di­
verse groups of kids, since 
I’m going into education.”
Brad Mueller, also a GVSU 
sophomore, said he hopes to 
continue pursuing his major 
through fellowships like these.
“I’m a Spanish major, so I 
am definitely looking at mul­
tiple study abroad opportu­
nities,” Mueller said. “I need
money to mak e those happen, 
so scholarshi ps and fellow­
ships aw whejei need to be.”
On Marc! i 28, the Frederik 
Meijer Offic ;e of Fellowships 
will host an informational ses­
sion on the; Fulbright award, 
and a worl cshop titled “Writ­
ing Comp e lling Personal State­
ments for I Nationally Competi­
tive Aware Is” on April 5.
“Stude nts who want to 
learn mo .re are strongly en­
couraged i to first explore the 
Fellowsh ips Finder under the 
Award Opportunities’ tab 
at (the < Office of Fellowships 
website.’Cuevas said. “The 
Fellows hips Finder is a good, 
though non-exhaustive,
startin' g point for students to 
see wt lat kinds of nationally 
comp< ititive award opportu­
nities exist.”
Sti idents interested in fel- 
lowsh lips can also take advaa 
tage i jf the Winter 2013 wajE- 
in ac lvising hours, which $£e 
on T hursdays from 1-4 p.m. 
in T he Honors College, room 
120 . For more information, 
visi t their website at www. 
gvs u.edu/fellowships.
smithj(S)lanthom.com
EMMA MOULTON | GVL 
unding help: Fellowships Graduate Assistant Gary King 
peaks at the Fellowships 101 Workshop on Thursday.
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SCHEDULE OF CLASSES IS I
NOW ONLINE
CLASSES IN I
OAKLAND AND MACOMB
COUNTIES AMO OfJUNE
REGISTRATION FOR GUEST STUDElllS
STARTS MARCH 29
Summer l (8 weeks): -May 6 - June 26 ' j
Summer II (8 weeks): July \ - August * !l
Summer III (full summer. 16 weeks) Mew 6 - August 24
OAKLAND
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MARKETPLACE
FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds@lanthorn.com
HoommuM
Female Roomate Needed! 
May 2013. Lake Michgan 
Drive Aparments. 
$375/month. On bus route. 
Must not be allergic to 
cats.Contact 
garticke@mail.gvsu.edu.
Female Subleaser Wanted! 
Aug 2013-Aug 2104. Ottawa 
Creek Apartments. 
$385/moth. First month will 
be discounted. 2 bed. 1 bath. 
Spacious. Contact 
734-678-3083 for more de­
tails.
Looking for summer resi­
dence. Rent must be below 
$ 2 5 0. Email
barnarst@mail.gvsu.edu for 
more info.
Male Subleaser Wanted! 3 
btxi’room at North'Campus 
Tow nhomes. Available from 
Marc h 2013. First month rent 
free. Close to campus. 
$385/i month. Split electric. 
Free w. ater/internet. Call Dun­
ning $1 616-723-2976 for 
more ini 'o.
RoomaU * Wanted! Will be 
moving c >ut August for Fall 
2014 serr.'ester. Easy going. 
Clean. Tex t 7 34-233-1575 or 
email bau, mgartmegan@ya- 
hoo.com.
Empk>ym#nt
Dominion Systems, Inc. 
Computer Technician 
Location: Wyoming, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15569786 
Apply By: February 28, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Vanerum Shelter 
Accounting Assistant 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15569920 
Apply By: March 15, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
For Sale
Condo for sale. 2 bed. 2 
bath. Across from GVSU. 2 
carports and 4 additional 
storage areas, Perfect for 
commuting students. Walk in 
closet. 968 sq. ft. $64,500. 
Call 269-944-7303 or email 
emilie.fiskars@qmail.com.
Mousing
Located between Allendale 
and downtown. 3 bedrooms. 
2.5 bathrooms. Garage and 
deck, plus utilities. Available 
Summer. 616-291-7950. 
www.qrease.com.
Internships
Literacy Center of West 
Michigan
Development Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary: $500 Stipend 
Search Job ID: 15569622 
Apply By: March 4, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Wolverwine Worldwide, Inc. 
Hush Puppies Sales Inter 
Location: Rockford, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15569851 
Apply By: March 13, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
ETNA Supply Company 
Supply Chain Internship 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary: $12/hour 
Search Job ID: 15569687 
Apply By: March 29, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Friends of Grand Rapids 
Parks
Grand Rapids’ Urban Forest 
Project Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, 
Ml
Salary: $10/hour 
Search Job ID: 15569782 
Apply By: March 1,2013 
For More information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Literacy Center of West 
Michigan
Customizes Workplace Eng­
lish Marketing/Sales Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary: $500 stipend 
Search Job ID: 15569623 
Apply By: March 4, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Spring Meadow Nursey 
Intern
Location: Grand Haven, Ml 
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15569902 
Apply By: March 14, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Mill Steel Company 
Logistics Support Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15569765 
Apply By: March 29, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Ghost Rocket Music
Music Industry Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15569871 
Apply By: March 13, 2013 
For More information visit 
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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Super Crossword
GO WITH 
IT
JACROSS
m 1 Takes
without right 
7 Actress Alba 
or Tandy
— 14 Fine, rare
violins
20 State in 
Mexico
21 Newspaper 
' sales pitch 
.. 22 Present but
not active 
23 Fruit tossed 
from a ship?
25 Batting 
posture
26 Manitoba 
Indians
27 Topic in 
psych 101
28 A. in Austna
30 Torch’s enme
31 Beehive . 
State dweller
33 Always 
avoid
mentioning
muralist
— Rivera?
38 Gentle
• touch
40 Whit 
42 Mauna —
• 43 Clock or cat
preceder 
44 Where old 
freight is 
sold?
47 Lacking 
firmness
52 *— Croft:
Ton *) Raider”
53 "Ttx »World 
Acci >rding to 
—"( 1982 
film)
54 G3 o r G4 
comp uter
56 Chrtei in child
57 Mantt »l, e.g.
59 “All ur 'true!’
61 Where ■ some
tourist: ? in 
Africa I ravel?
66 Large c lucks
68 Teache rs’ 
union: / \bbr.
70 High, wi spy 
clouds
71 Presider if 
pro —
72 Italian 
cheese s old 
in Florida or 
Georgia?
77 "... man — - 
mouse?"
80 A nephew of 
Donald Du ck
81 Cam outpu t
82 Battlefield 
docs
86 Periods 
spent using 
a batting- 
practice bat' }
89 Part of PS
92 "Vive —T 
(French cry)
93 Polar chunk
94 Livy’s 502
96 Oral history
98 Big top, e.g.
99 Malaga miss
104 Fled from
Brazzaville?
107 Elvis 
Presley's 
middle name
108 Brief slumber
109 It may be 
permed
110 Ending for 
Ecuador
111 Change the 
location of a 
North
Dakota city?
117 Stiffly formal
119 Occurrence
120 11th mo.
121 ETs’ craft
123 Show shame
126 Champion
128 Being green 
with old 
cards for a 
numbers 
game?
133 Tolerate
134 Stimulates
135 Crude shed
136 Cease
137 109-Across 
salon worker
138 Most 
unusual
DOWN
1 Jarhead's 
org.
2 Fly like a kite
3 Not spayed, 
say
4 Thesaurus 
author
5 Humdrum
6 — Paulo
7 PC image 
file format
8 — the side 
of caution
9 Sis. e.g.
10 —cone
11 Give — shot
12 Concerned 
person
13 Steele's 
collaborator
14 Yankovic 
and Gore
15 Bullfighter
16 1980s game 
console
17 Edgy
18 Wearing a 
disguise, for 
short
19 Office senbe
24 Not dorsal
29 iPod type
32 Novelist
Tami
34 Building 
add-on
35 “Va-va- —I"
36 Really rankle
37 Appetite
38 Beat of life
39 Japanese 
brew
41 Prefix with 
culture
45 Valleys
46 Watchful
48 Political poll 
abbr
49 Talent
50 Pertaining to
51 Dire destiny
55 Sprite maker
58 Tolkien hero
60 Island locale
62 Mil. 
enlistees
63 "... — quit!” 
(ultimatum 
ender)
64 Saroyan's 
“My Name Is
65 Watson 
player Bruce
67 Hard fat
69 Cleo's snake
73 Start lor 
night or light
74 Sewn edge
75 Bit of advice
76 *— Joy"
77 Rip-----
(swindles)
78 Wield power
79 Partner of 
ever
83 Star of “I 
Remember 
Mama"
84 Dance in a 
winding line
85 Use as a 
bench
87 GM's Prizm, 
once
88 West-central 
Italian city
90 Not yet a jr.
91 Crime of 
disloyalty
95 “■— Three 
Ships"
97 Cut film, e.g.
100 Roof boards
101 Radio’s 
Glass
102 Ripped up
103 Silky goats
105 Tax prep 
expert
106 Bellyached
111 Copied a cat
112 Sheeplike
113 Hawks
114 Listlessness
115 Plain to see
116 Christmas 
seasons
118 Homeric epic
122 Boxer's 
weapon
124 Bosses of 
cpIs.
125 Owl’s cry
127 No longer
practicing:
Abbr.
129 Shy
130 Brynner of 
Broadway
131 Hit CBS 
procedural
132 Shine, in
A vingi ttn» o< — lurton: M mtoutaa
CryptoQuip
This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands 
for another. If you think that X equals 0, it will equal 0 throughout 
the puzzle. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.
Clue: T equals 0
MANJ CWKZND-FGJ TD LAN
RDNNJ BGJLNDJ RTNC LT G 
ZNBK, ZTNC AN FQJOA TJ G
CQWND ANDT CGJZMKOA?
Below are three squeezer puzzles.
Can you find the correct word to be placed 
in the middle of each to create two new 
words, one front-end, one back-end? 
Here’s an example of how it works: 
ever Li R E E N horn
1. short_____ length
2. cotton_______wash
3. weather________ able
We’ll give you one set of answers, but there 
may be alternatives.
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